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Crews have been filming throughout Helvetia for scenes for the Grimm mystery/crime/drama television
series. Grimm made its debut on NBC on October 28, 2011 and is filmed on location in and around Portland.
It airs on Friday nights on NBC at 9:00 p.m. It will run for a full 22-episode season and is currently aired in over
15 countries, Many of the episodes center on stories
written by the Brothers Grimm (with considerable
artistic license). The main character is a homicide
detective in present-day Portland who fights to keep
humanity safe from the supernatural creatures of the
world. Check it out and see if you see scenes from
Helvetia!
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Grimm_(TV_series)
One of the locations for Grimm filming is at the
Guerber family chalet on Jackson Quarry Road in
Helvetia. The Guerber family came to the “Helvetia
District” in 1876 in the “Siegenthaler Migration”, which
was the first wave of Swiss settlers to immigrate to the
area north of the Sunset.

Guerber Swiss family chalet, Helvetia

Between 1876 and 1892, over 78 Swiss families totalling
972 people settled in the Helvetia area. Large
farming families, they farmed the fertile soils of
Helvetia, including producing cheese and milk from
their dairy herds, which they sold in Portland. In
1892, they named the area “Helvetia” in honor of
their homeland. “Helvetia” means “Switzerland” in
Latin and appears on present-day Switzerland’s
coins and stamps.

Helvetia-Alpengluehn Singing Society
Performing since 1890

The Swiss Community is now in its 4th and 5th
generation and continues to honor its Swiss
heritage with the Swiss Picnic and Parade every
July in honor of Switzerland’s independence,
performances by the Helvetia Alphorn Musicians
and the Helvetia Alpengluen Choir and the Helvetia
Culture Fest celebration every September.
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